Sustainability & Environment Project Board Meeting
15:00 -17:00 15th October, 2015 – Chelsea, Millbank, CW’s Office

Chair- Chris Wainwright (CW)
Attendees:
Dave Cross
Dilys Williams
Ian Lane
Stephen Reid
Steve Howe
Alex Peacock
Edward Venning
Charles Secret (MINT)
Matt Prescott (MINT)
Chris Wainwright

DC
DW
IL
SR
SH
AP
ED
CS
MP
CW

Apologies:
Nick Gorse
Item
1

Action
Review actions from the last meeting
IL confirmed UAL had achieved ISO50001 accreditation following a two-stage audit
in August ‘15. UAL is one of only six HEIs to have obtained the standard that
recognises excellence in energy management. This is the first ISO standard UAL has
achieved and was supported greatly by Strategic Development. A further surveillance
audit will be carried out in February ’16 with full reaccreditation due in 2018. A
management review outlining non-conformities and improvement opportunities will be
distributed ahead of the next Board meeting in January ’16 (a requirement of the ISO
standard). The UAL Environmental Policy has been updated and shared with the
Project Board
IL explained that a report concerning the divestment of UAL endowments away from
fossil fuel related industries had been sent for consideration to the Executive Board.
The report was welcomed and a recommendation to proceed was provided by the
Executive Board. CW asked AP that the paper be sent to November’s Finance
Committee to ensure the recommendation be actioned as soon as possible.
IL had lobbied the Planning Unit to consider the appropriateness of expanding the
KPIs related to sustainability in the Medium Term Strategy. At the moment, the only
indicator concerns the amount of carbon emitted per FTE per year (UAL currently
performs above the sector average). However, to properly reflect the work of the
Board KPIs concerning learning, teaching and research could be included as it is an
area of strength for UAL. IL to chase Gary Spurles again.

IL

AP

IL

DW outlined a proposal to extend the CLTAD funding as the existing funding window
closes at the end of 15/16. Antony Johnson had drafted a report that had been
circulated setting the benefits delivered, value for money, and risks to UAL of not
continuing. This issue had been discussed in previous Board meetings but it important
CW
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the issue be raised with Finance according. The Board backed the proposal and the
issue would be taken up as a matter of urgency.
2

The Sustainability Framework
CS (MINT) provided an update the regarding the Sustainability Framework. Based on
the materiality index exercise (undertaken by the Board at the last meeting) and
further individual discussions with key stakeholders, CS attempted to explain how a
UAL sustainability framework could positively contribute to the institution. CS started
by explaining that any framework should anchored from the UAL Strategic Plan (20162022) and therefore clear areas of action should emerge. Having successfully
achieved excellence in carbon management, UAL now wishes to push the boundaries
on sustainability. An initial two phase process is identified:
1.

By December 2015 - prepare a creative pitch to the Board setting out a new
sustainability programme to run from 2016 to 2022
and

2.

Formally consult with a wider audience regarding the draft framework and
consider implementation

Several specific outcomes are desired from this project. Firstly, UAL should attempt
to move sustainability into the mainstream. Over the last 3 years, UAL has gained a
firm grip on the sustainability basics whilst continuing excellence in learning, teaching
and research. UAL now performs excellently on energy, water, waste and supply
chain management. It has established some mechanisms for staff and student
engagement. The ‘hygiene’ factors are in hand. The next step is to make sustainability
core business. By shifting sustainability to the centre ground it will be possible to
deliver grander positive benefits. For instance, by identifying ways to proactive
address sustainability ‘megatrends’, such as mass migration and urbanisation, UAL
can form initiatives and partnerships of significant interest to many stakeholders.
These efforts can be focussed on key markets and other geographies of deep
significance and relevance to the future research activities of UAL, as well as to
society at large.
Secondly, UAL should provide inspirational leadership on sustainability and lead the
creative arts response to the issue. To solve social, economic and environment
challenges facing the world the creative industries have enormous potential and a
huge role to play. UAL can take a leading position and catalyse action. UAL wants to
agitate for change – it needs a new sustainability framework that is unique,
challenging, inspiring, radical and disruptive. Its reputation, and the profile of key
players within this initiative, will benefit from developing the HE equivalent of M&S
Plan A. Unlike M&S, UAL has the clear advantage that it’s not a high street retailer –
its stakeholders often expect the unexpected. They definitely expect creative flair. The
opportunity to shine brighter than others in the sector and achieve widespread impact
is clear.
Thirdly, consider brand building and core business benefit. Sustainability can become
a point of differentiation for UAL. With foresight and planning, it can be integrated into
the corporate plan in a way that supports brand building and strategic business
development. If the incumbent carbon plan delivered impressive savings and due
credit from some stakeholders, a new integrated sustainability framework has the
potential to contribute an order of magnitude greater. Agitating for change effectively
can deliver greater brand awareness, catalyse innovation, and lead to new
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opportunities with (often unlikely) stakeholders in the media, politics, NGOs and
elsewhere.
CS asked for feedback and a clearer understanding of who should be involved in the
stakeholder engagement sessions over the coming weeks.
SR asked each attendee if CS’s pitch had been understood and if the vision had met
the brief.
EV requested a clearer vision about what is being proposed, similar to work WRAP
had done which communicated a clear, instinctively understood intention about how
the sustainability issue can be tackled.
DW asked that the WISE bid be considered again as the research was still valid and
although the bid was not funded by HEFCE, the outputs were still relevant to UAL.
SH felt the proposal was a start but incomplete thinking.
DC felt the model proposed maybe wouldn’t flexible enough to consider the
aforementioned megatrends such traditional banking models used by large
institutions.
CW felt the issue was complex and wouldn’t be easily solved in a single session.
There was a need to go back to ‘listening mode’ and consider more carefully what the
framework should be and consider how to incentivise stakeholders.
It was agreed that a clearer vision of the opportunity be developed and presented
again to the Board. The sustainability framework should be informed on wider
stakeholder engagement in addition to taking on board comments received at the
meeting. IL to lead and provide email updates on progress.
IL
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